RUSSIA—

Nov. 21st

Nov. 30th

"It's not the arrival or departure date that is important, it is the dash that is important."
PEN-International
Ambassadors of Goodwill
Student Exchange
21 November 2002 - 30 November 2002

Tyler Bazzi
Lindsay Typeho
Teresa Leiker
Nicholas Mantyla
Christopher Sano
Zhanna Udeninskaya

Karen Christie
Jo Ellen Clark
David Krohn
Maria Shusterovich
Moscow Society for the Deaf—Do we have enough translators?

Visiting the deaf institute
День 5

Приглашение
Celebrating the Opening of the new Lab with the Russians
A taste of what a day at Bauman University as a Russian student is like...
Thanksgiving

Sharing our Thanksgiving with our Russian friends...

Thank you
A day of shopping...

Orthodox Cathedral

Moscow at night—isn't this worse than Los Angeles?